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Summary

The Centre for Applied Archaeology (CfAA) was commissioned by Bury Council to carry out
architectural history and archaeological analysis of Radcliffe Tower. This historic environment
work was undertaken as part of an HLF project looking at the Radcliffe Historic Core.
The Radcliffe Historic core lies 1km east of the current town centre and 4km south of Bury.
Sitting on the northern bank of the River Irwell, a loop of the river encompasses three sides of
this historic settlement, which includes the medieval parish church of St Mary and St
Bartholomew, Radcliffe Tower and the Tithe Barn. The land to the south was quarried for
gravel in the early 20th century and in the late 20th century was used as a landfill site.
To gain an understanding of any historic site and hence its significance, information needs to
be gathered from different sources. This report looks at the various forms of documentary
evidence available and the graveyard itself (perhaps the first survey of the entire churchyard) its monuments and memorials, historic assets, boundaries and historic fabric: it also involved
discussions with members of the community.
Due to the size of the site and the vast amount of "evidence" available a decision was made to
take a stepped approach. This consisted of initially making an extensive survey with a
photographic record, which allowed an overall view of the graveyard to be seen, identify areas
for closer examination (intensive survey) during the work, and identify areas that would repay
further study should the opportunity arise. The ultimate aim is to protect that significance
through appropriate policies: this is in accordance with national guidance and best practice
which recommends a stepped approach that sees Conservation Appraisals, Conservation Plans
and finally Conservation Management Plans for historic sites (Clark 2001).
Analysis of the information provided evidence for the growth and development of the site over
the centuries and reflects the growth and fortunes of Radcliffe and its families. The memorials
are of value in their own right as the work of local craftsmen and change in form and material
over time but perhaps more importantly, they reflect changing attitudes to death, the social
structure of the time, different occupations, family history and above all community roots and
continuity across the centuries.
St Marys is designated as a Grade I structure: Radcliffe Tower is Grade I and a Scheduled
Ancient Monument which means that they are recognised as having exceptional historic merit:
only 2% of listed buildings attain this grade. They are of national importance.
Regionally and locally the site is of significance too. Today Radcliffe has lost much of its
industry and modern housing and other developments have fractured the integrity of the area.
St Mary's Church and graveyard- the Parish Church, pulls all the threads of Radcliffe's history
together, the link with Radcliffe Tower and the de Radcliffe family- its manorial past plus also
its industrial era and so forth: it is a focal point spiritually and physically in the landscape.
To enhance and safeguard the graveyard site it is vital that a programme of routine
maintenance is drawn up and carried out (grounds and structures), that condition surveys of
extant historic fabric is undertaken -particularly the gates to western boundary and railings,
where the maximum amount of historic possible should be retained, and that memorials and
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other historic assets are regularly assessed and conserved. Saplings and tree that damage
historic fabric or hinder access routes need to be dealt with.
It is also important to re-establish links with surrounding sites such as Radcliffe Tower and
Close Park but done sensitively bearing in mind the day to day life of the Church and
churchyard with its services, christenings and funerals.
Finally there are numerous areas of study within the churchyard that would repay further work
and indeed research is currently being carried out by members of the community.
Dissemination of this information is vital whether by publication (in all its forms) information boards –talks and guided walks.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Location, Topography and Current Land Use
The study of the graveyard at St Mary and St Bartholomew's is part of a wider project on the
heritage of Radcliffe, Bury, Greater Manchester, focusing on the historic core of Radcliffe.
Since 1911 (possibly 1907), however, the Church has been known purely as St Mary's and it
by this name this it will be referred to throughout the report.
The Radcliffe Historic core lies 1km east of the current town centre and 4km south of Bury
(Fig 1). Sitting on the northern bank of the River Irwell, a loop of the river encompasses three
sides of this historic settlement, which includes the mediaeval parish church of St Mary and
Bartholomew (Grade 1), Radcliffe Tower-14th century onwards, once adjoined by the Manor
House, (Grade 1 and Scheduled Monument) and the Tithe Barn- reputedly 17th century in
origins,(Grade II) . It is an HLF funded project, managed by Bury Metropolitan Borough
Council and the Radcliffe Heritage Steering Group: the work is being carried out by the
University of Salford Centre for Applied Archaeology. The aims of this part of the project are
to better understand the history and fabric of the structures, to interpret and enhance buildings
and sites (and their context), and to work closely with the local community and interest groups
to produce a wide range of local and regional benefits (Cattell, Nash, Grimsditch, Thompson
& Nevell 2013).
The lack of information regarding the graveyard was particularly highlighted by Mick
Nightingale's Radcliffe Heritage Project. Conservation Management Plan (Nightingale 2012),
for Bury Council, which stated "The churchyard has not been studied or surveyed and its
development not been recorded" and that "Further study of the Churchyard will help in adding
to our understanding".
1.2 Geology
The drift geology of the area comprises alluvial sands and gravels overlying Carboniferous Coal
Measures (British Geological Survey of England and Wales). The solid geology consists of
weak sandstones and mudstones (http://www.bgs.ac.uk). The land to the south of the church
was quarried for gravel in the early 20th century and in the late 20th century was used as a
landfill site.

1.3 Methodology
This report utilises the guidance laid down in the Heritage Lottery Fund document
Conservation plan guidance. Parks for People (HLF 2012). The guidance refers to cemeteries
as well as parks. The work on the graveyard was carried out between November 2013 and
April 2014 by Lynne Walker a freelance Buildings Archaeologist working for the University
of Salford. It comprised archaeological and historical background research, study of
documentary sources, newspaper articles and map regression, site visits and fieldwork.
Discussions with members of the community, including those taking part in the Radcliffe
Heritage Workshops, were also carried out which were invaluable.
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Appendix 1 contains fieldwork notes and photographs. Appendix 2 contains an example of a
school project based upon the Commonwealth War Graves.
Conservation management of graveyards is increasingly taking an integrated approach to such
sites by balancing cultural importance (architectural, historical and archaeological) with
ecological values: the wider biodiversity of the site this should be the subject of a separate
report.
1.4 Understanding the Heritage
The main focus on this study has been the development of the graveyard and the surviving
gravestones, memorials, and monuments within St Mary's graveyard. The earliest monument
found dated to 1697, but the rest are mainly 18th, 19th, 20th and 21st century and include war
graves from both the First and Second World War. However it is important to recognise the
wider historic environment/heritage or context and this has been addressed in the report by
looking at the lychgate, boundary walls, Jubilee memorial of 1877, pathways and other
heritage assets within the site. Appendix A contains the notes taken during fieldwork and
photographic survey.
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2. Archaeological and Historical Background

2.1 Introduction
The following descriptions form an appropriate and accurate reflection of the current state of
knowledge of the archaeological and historical development of the graveyard area.
2.2. Landscape Background
Radcliffe Parish Church sits on the northern bank of the River Irwell, in a bend of that river.
Roughly 100m to the south-west lies the ruins of the medieval manor house, Radcliffe Tower,
whilst further to the site is the line of the Roman Road from Manchester to Ribchester (Fig 1).
Radcliffe manor is mentioned in the Domesday Survey of 1086 as a royal manor, although the
church is not mentioned until 1202, when the advowson was held by the lord of Radcliffe,
implying at least a 12th century foundation. The earliest fabric within the church is the chancel
arch and piers and the northern and southern corners of the western end of the nave, all
thought to be 13th century. The nave arcades and the western tower arch are thought to be 16th
century. The medieval tower was largely rebuilt in 1665, or at least heavily modified. The
chancel, nave and transepts were extensively modified and extended in 1817, 1870 and 1905
(Farrer & Brownbill 1911, 56-67; Hartwell, Hyde & Pevsner 2004, 571).
In the wider landscape around the church and graveyard (Fig 9) are several early sites and
structures. The former site of an Old Cross is marked on maps to north-west of the church
presumably commemorated in "Old Cross Place", a terrace of houses dated 1870, and a Public
House called ‘The Old Cross’. Architectural elements (columns and gate piers), reputedly
from Derby Hall (personal communication Carol Kemp), sit in a grassed area off Bury Street.
The Church stands adjacent to Close Park and a 17th century stone and timber tithe barn, lies
nearby. Evidence for the industrial archaeology of Radcliffe can be seen and a number of
dated and named terraces, mostly late 19th century for the workers, are in the vicinity. Some of
these were built by the Bealey family. In addition, a number of buildings survive of local
interest including the Radcliffe and Pilkington Co-operative (Branch No.1, now in private
ownership and in use as a workshop/store), the red-brick Radcliffe Hall National School (now
Radcliffe Hall Church of England/Methodist Primnary School), and striking railings and
gatepiers that served the earlier Methodist Chapel. Bealey's Hospital sits back from Bury
Street and was not viewed at the time of the survey. They tell part of the story of Radcliffe and
could easily be woven into a series of guided walks for the area.
The graveyard serves the Grade I St Mary's Church (previously known as St Mary and St
Bartholomew's until 1907/1911). A double gate access in the western boundary walling leads
westwards towards Radcliffe Tower, Listed Grade I and a Scheduled Ancient Monument and
site of the former Manor House. The gate from the graveyard to the tower is currently locked
due to earlier acts of vandalism.
2.2 St Mary's Graveyard
The graveyard is entered from Church Green through the lychgate, built in 1922 to
commemorate the safe return of Radcliffe men from the war (see Appendix A for more detail).
The approach to the lychgate is along an area of decoratively set cobbles, whilst around
Church Green are set larger cobbles or setts. The northern stone boundary wall of the Church
© CfAA Radcliffe Church Graveyard Assessment, May 2014 (21)
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that the lychgate is set within curves to accommodate it and it features fine ashlar stone gate
piers; that to north-eastern corner complete with a poppy-style finial. There is evidence that
the walling originally had iron railings (Fig 10).
The graveyard is served by a number of access routes; one a perimeter, grassed, routeway
(incomplete and interrupted by saplings in places) and others around the Church and across the
site, of different materials, including re-used gravestones and flagstones. It is bounded mainly
by low stone boundary walls with ashlar capping, originally topped by iron railings: there is a
taller section of stone walling to west boundary. The southern boundary retains almost all of
its railings (with two designs), though a section has toppled into the graveyard. It is gated to
the west with gate piers and fine detailing for the ironwork, the railings matching one of the
two designs seen in the southern boundary wall (Fig 11). It is bounded at its north-east corner
by Bealey's Goit, an industrial water feature from the late 18th century that is partly stone
lined. Within the southern boundary is a Gothic-style stone memorial set up to celebrate
Queen Victoria's jubilee of 1887, rebuilt here in 1911. To the front of this are sections of
raised beds delineated by low coursed stone walling, which it is said once contained rose beds
and walkways through them (personal communication). There are also sections of denticulated
coursed stone walling made up of a variety of materials including some polished granites,
that are covered by undergrowth within the graveyard that must date to a particular period of
landscaping-possibly the 1977-79 landscaping scheme (Fig 12).
Repositioned stone grave slabs have been laid alongside the south, north and west sides of the
Church (Fig 13) to form paving and there are a number of interesting historic features within
the site such as the repositioned stone 18th century clockface situated north of the vestry, what
appears to be an early cast-iron lamp post (lamp replaced), and the base of a sundial (Fig 14).
More recently a stone plaque to commemorate the 1977-1979 landscaping of the graveyard by
private benefactor and government finance was placed at the entrance to the graveyard by the
lychgate. (Fig 15).
The site has different levels. Although it relates well to Church Green to the north, a councilowned grassed area with flower beds and cobbles and railings around it (Fig 16), and Bury
Street with workers' housing (Fig 17), the graveyard does not currently link visually or easily
to other historic structures such as Radcliffe Tower (Fig 18). Site levels and saplings obscure
the linkage in places. Nor is the surrounding historic landscape, Close Park and features from
Radcliffe's industrial past, easily "readable". It is fragmented by boundary walls, locked gates,
the Tower Farm tip haulage road and exacerbated by adjacent areas of modern housing and
alleyways, some backing onto the church boundary and in a poor state of repair. The Sunday
School marked on 19th century maps was demolished between 1937 and 1957, and some of the
adjacent terraced housing was demolished in the 1960s. Radcliffe Church House was rebuilt in
1890, when it was known as ‘The Church Institute’. The earlier rectory lay at the western end
of Church Street at its junction of Rectory Lane and Glebe Street, close to the current
MetroLink tram stop.
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3. Radcliffe Church Graveyard

3.1 The Church
The development of the Church, according to Hartwell, Hyde and Pevsner (2004), is that the
extant building is a rare example of the late medieval Lancashire Decorated style in its original
cruciform plan and in the tracery in the transept end windows. Farrer and Brownbill record the
building as a multi- phase structure with parts of the fabric dating to the 13th, 14th, 15th, 16th,
17th and 19th centuries (Farrer & Brownbill 1911). The west tower was rebuilt in 1665, the
chancel was rebuilt in 1817 (possibly by Lewis Wyatt), and restorations of 1870 and 1903-05
were made by J Medland Taylor, the latter seeing the re-siting (in 1903) of some internal
monuments to the exterior, though the damaged alabaster monument to James de Radcliffe,
from 1410 and Lord of the Manor and rebuilder of Radcliffe Tower, survives beneath or by the
altar where it was moved in the 20th century.
3.2 The Graveyard and the Map Evidence
Although the existence of the graveyard is implied by the survival of the burial registers for
the church from the late 16th century the graveyard boundary is not mentioned in the parish
records until 1709. In that year a terrier describes how the bank forming the graveyard
boundary was replaced by a stone wall. This was done to stop livestock straying into the
graveyard (Lancashire Record Office, Radcliffe parish records).
Historic map regression was used to show the later development of the graveyard through its
growth and changing boundaries, plus the developing access routes. Maps examined were
those of 1767, 1841, 1850, 1893, 1929, 1932 and 1937, and latterly a copy of the 1810
enclosure award (signed 1809; Bolton Archives, Albinson Collection, Map of Radcliffe c.
1810 ZAL/170). It should be mentioned that in the later editions of the Ordnance Survey maps
St Mary’s churchyard and church often sat on the boundary of the maps so that the western
and eastern half of the site were on different maps.
In 1767 (Fig 2); Manchester Archives Wilton Collection Map of Radcliffe 1767 E7/18/5/2) we
see the Church within a roughly rectangular plot that is difficult to relate to what we see later.
It appears to show a smaller area around the structure and may not be entirely accurate. The
adjacent plot may or may not be related.
The 1841 map shows that since the 1767 map, and the 1810 enclosure award (Bolton
Archives, Albinson Collection, Map of Radcliffe c. 1810 ZAL/170), the graveyard has been
extended to west. The difference in the shape of the graveyard between 1841 and 1893 would
also suggest that it had been extended to the south, perhaps into the plot marked "728" on the
1841 map (the area known as the "third ground” presumably). This form is shown on the 1848
OS map for the area (Fig 3). The 1891 (Fig 5) and 1893 maps (Fig4) shows a footpath that
enters from Church Green north of the church and then turns at right angles to the west to join
up with Church Sreet East and towards Radcliffe Tower. By 1909 (Fig 6) the graveyard has
been extended to west again (presumably "Section D" known as "Top or New Ground"), the
boundary and gates changed and the path to west extended (visible in paving). The school
shown at the north-western corner of the graveyard plot on the 1937 OS map was demolished
by 1957 (Fig 8) and later partially built over by housing and the boundary at this corner
© CfAA Radcliffe Church Graveyard Assessment, May 2014 (21)
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accommodates it. There are additional paths shown that skirt the church to north and south
(aligned west- east) and this is correlated by some of the re-used grave slabs which specifically
state that they were taken from inside the church in 1903. In 1893 there is still a park/forested
area between the eastern boundary of the graveyard and the goit and river, but by 1922 (Fig 7)
the Ordnance Survey map shows the graveyard has been extended into this area so that it is
bounded by Bealey's Goit and the River Irwell to east. This appears to be the existing area of
the graveyard.
3.3 Current Working Map/Plan of Radcliffe Graveyard (Fig 19)
The current sketch plan for the graveyard with numbered and lettered areas, was created in the
late 20th century and is used for working purposes by the church warden and sexton. It marks
the position of the modern day Rectory/former School House boundary, Radcliffe Church
House and helpfully describes Section D as "Top or New Ground" which accords with the
suspected development of the area of the graveyard from map evidence and the date of the
memorials. The map/plan divides the site into eight areas and the orientation is taken from
entering through the lychgate whether it is to right (west) or left (east) of the path.
Section A: First Ground (Right hand side )
Section B: First Ground (Left hand side )
Section C: East end
Section D: Top or New Ground
Section E: Second ground (this to west of dividing/central path)
Section E: Second ground (this is to east of dividing path)
Section F: Third Ground (west of dividing path shown)
Section F: Third Ground (east of dividing path shown)
In reality Sections E and F of the map do not correlate with what is on the ground and so we
have divided those areas into E and F west of the unmarked grass "path" that runs through on
the ground, and E and F, east of the "path". In addition we have added a further "section" or
category; the footpaths around the north south and west sides of the church and the relaid
stones. These areas are used later within Appendix A as the basis for a rapid extensive survey
of the memorials, a brief statement of significance, and some selected examples. This should
lay the foundations for a more intensive survey should the opportunity arise.
3.4 Illustrations of the Graveyard
The evolving/organic growth of the church is reflected in the organic growth and development
of the graveyard. An undated engraving but thought to be from c. 1850 entitled "The View of
Radcliffe Parish Church" (Sunderland 1995; an original copy survives in the parish church)
shows a very different graveyard from the early 21st century (Fig 20). The background was the
West tower and it shows predominantly flat graves, one possible "urn" with railings around it,
and a chest tomb which could be the one that survives today dated 1820 onwards (Fig. 21).
The area shown is principally Area A and part of E (see below) with a terrace of houses
behind it (now gone) and a truncated northern end to the graveyard with a boundary made up
of stone flags. In the early 21st century a completely different picture can be seen; a crowded
site with predominantly upright memorials reflecting the 19th century growth of Radcliffe and
the desire to build such memorials, low stone walling with railings to the northern boundary,
and the lychgate. The Church, too, is different from the building that can be seen in the early
21st century.
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An illustration of Radcliffe Parish Church in 1870, viewed from Church Street East
(Sunderland 1995) has, in the foreground, the gable ends presumed to be the Sunday School
marked in maps of 1893 and 1937, and a building with ornate iron bracket for a lamp but
presumed to be the housing shown on the aforementioned maps. This appears to be prior to the
second expansion to west. It shows the West Tower of the Church fronted by double gates,
with pyramidal stone gate piers and railings with low stone walling (Fig 22). If this is so the
boundary with gates and railings must have moved westwards and the west path been
extended at the next expansion. The gate piers in the illustration seem to match what we see
today but the detailing is not clear enough to positively identify the ironwork of the gates or
railings. The flanking areas of railings must have been lost to change and the area of walling
that extends southwards built up (Fig 11).
By 1937 the west tower had changed with an inserted window in the lower level, and the
south-western corner of the church had a different build to that illustrated in the earlier
engraving which had mullioned windows and a "lean-to" appearance.
3.5 Newspaper Articles of 1977
The stone plaque to commemorate the 1977-1979 landscaping of the graveyard by private
benefactor and government finance has been mentioned earlier. Two newspaper articles from
the Radcliffe Times, dating to 1977 (Bury Archives), record that the initial bequest was for
£25,000. This bequest came from Mrs Marion Lloyd, wife of the deceased former Mayor of
Radcliffe, Robert Lloyd, and former co-proprietor of Lloyds Cotton Mill on York Street. The
scheme was prepared by Mr J B Howcroft of Oldham, the Diocesan Advisory Council (DAC)
architect and included the landscaping and grassing over of certain areas of the graveyard,
treatment of pathways (levelling out) and the renovation of boundary walls. There was
recognition of deep vaults and 200 year old kerbstones and gravestones on site that would
‘probably have to be preserved when any work is carried out’. Parishioners and relatives of
those interred at the graveyard were to be consulted and any money left over was to be
invested to pay for future maintenance of the churchyard. In addition, the Local Authority was
considering improving Church Green north of the site. The Rector of Radcliffe Rev. Kenneth
Langton described the bequest as "pennies from heaven".
A second article (Radcliffe Times 28th July 1977) reported that the £35,000 bequest was only
sufficient to landscape two thirds of the churchyard and pay for future maintenance, but that
financial help under the government's Manpower Services Jobs Creation scheme would
provide the workforce and wages; the church council would pay for equipment and materials
and part of the money set aside would be for other items such as railings or a boundary fence,
meaning that the entire graveyard could be landscaped. The newspaper reported that the
churchyard was to be made ‘more easily maintainable and generally turned into a visual
amenity for parishioners and people in the area. Although the headstones will be left, a large
number of kerbstones will be removed. People who want to keep the grave as it is, however
will be able to do so as long as they look after the graves themselves’. At the time of the article
consent was being sought from the DAC. It should be possible to locate records of the scheme
and see what was actually given permission and carried out.
3.6 What the Graveyard tells us- analysis of the archaeological evidence
A transcription of the inscriptions from the gravestones was made some years ago. The work
was undertaken by S. Cunningham and deposited in Bury Archives. However, the transcript
was not located during the current survey. This would repay further study.
© CfAA Radcliffe Church Graveyard Assessment, May 2014 (21)
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Each of the eight areas shown in Fig 19 was looked at, together with the reused gravestones
used as pathways around the Church, the lych gate, the memorial to mark Queen Victoria's
Jubilee, the boundary walls and gates, routeways and other historic features. It was not within
the remit of the current report to record every marker or gravestone; this would have been
impossible in the allotted timespan due to the large number surviving. It is not known how
many memorials do survive but at the time of the survey it was estimated that Sections B, C,
and D alone hold c. 328 memorials, many of them recording multiple deaths. The situation is
exacerbated by the varying states of survival and legibility, overgrown vegetation (only
recently much cleared) and restricted access in some areas. The decision was taken to get an
overall view of each section and overall significance, and to record and photograph a selected
number from each area. The convention in recording gravestones is for the record to use the
case-upper or lower as it appears and reproduce the text line by line as it appears (Mytum 1998
& 2000; Stratchey 2013). The evidence gathered is contained in Appendix A. The following
section is an analysis of the information gathered in this sample survey.
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4. The Development of the Radcliffe Graveyard

4.1 Introduction
During the mid-19th century the size of the graveyard around the church grew. Between the
1810 enclosure award (Bolton Archives, Albinson Collection, Map of Radcliffe c. 1810
ZAL/170), and the 1841 tithe map the graveyard has been extended to west to encompass
Sections A and E (Fig 19). The difference in the shape of the graveyard between 1841 and
1891 would also suggest that it was extended to the south in this period to include Section F
(Patten 2014; Fig 19). The 20th century development of the graveyard began in 1903 when a
number of memorials were moved from inside the church to outside - a fact recorded on many
of the grave slabs.
The Queen Victoria Jubilee memorial of 1887 was rebuilt in 1911 (within the south boundary;
Fig 23). In 1922 the northern iron gateway and its piers were replaced by the memorial
lychgate to celebrate the return of Radcliffe soldiers from the war (Howard 2000; Fig 24). At
the same time the eastern boundary of the graveyard was extended to the course of Bealey’s
Goit, and westwards towards Radcliffe Tower to include Section D. Here the gateposts leading
onto Church Row were of the same type as those replaced by the lychgate. Copudl they have
been re-used on this site or were they moved from an earlier position to the east on the edge of
Section E? Mid-20th century changes included the loss of iron railings to boundaries and
individual graves, requisitioned for the war effort in 1943 (Howard 2000), and changes to
access routes and the perimeter walling. Between 1937 and 1957, as a result of the closure and
demolition of the Sunday School, Section A was extended to the west to encompass the site of
this building.
The landscaping "of 1977-1979 by bequest of Robert and Marion Lloyd and government
finance", which proposed the removal of kerbstones, and full landscaping with money set
aside for easier maintenance, has already been described. It is possible the latter scheme may
be responsible for (now concealed) sections of walling incorporating a variety of stone blockssome polished and possibly reused gravestones. Finally, there is mention in the Church
guidebook of the improved lighting in 1994-95.
In 1994 the increase in cremations rather than interment led to the creation of a small
memorial garden adjacent to the west tower and the community/congregation has expressed a
wish to see a memorial garden created (Fig 25). It has also led to smaller grave plots as seen in
the southern part of Area F (Fig 19). This change in burial practice and commemoration
reflects what is being seen on a national scale with attendant changes in memorials and plot
sizes. It also reflects in part the increasing pressure on burial space which has often required
reburials in graveyards after a suitable period has elapsed.
The 20th century also saw changes that reflect national trends in caring for graves and the
treatment of the dead. For example within the graveyard in Sections E and F, many of the
graves have been grassed over. This is due in part to the area housing many workhouse
occupants (their address in the burial register sensitively given as 380 Rochdale Rd!), and also
to the more common fact that as families move away from the area the graves are left uncared
for, so grassing over the area is easier for maintenance purposes. Easier maintenance was
© CfAA Radcliffe Church Graveyard Assessment, May 2014 (21)
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something that the 1977 scheme sought to impose and it can also be a deliberate choice to
promote a habitat for wildlife.
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5. Graveyard Memorials

5.1 Introduction
It was not within the remit of the study to record all the memorials in the graveyard. The
Lancashire Parish Clerk Project states that there have been 17,954 burials at St Mary, whereas
the LOPC records 17,058 burials between 1558 and 1925. Many of these are not identified by
a gravestone; Section D for example is estimated to hold c. 240 graves with 15% of them
unmarked. It is estimated that Sections B, C, and D of the graveyard alone hold around 328
memorials so bearing in mind there are five other sections and additional re-laid monuments in
pathways, this means that there are more than a standard church graveyard of c. 250-300
monuments (Mytum 2000). The aim of the current project was to get an overview of the site
and its significance and to identify areas for further study.
It is generally believed that before the Reformation church yards contained few gravestones as
most people were buried in unmarked graves, and the wealthy and influential were buried
inside the Church (Rodwell 1989). At St Mary’s the earlier 1410 (wrongly described as 16th
century in the listed building description of the church) memorial/graveslab, commemorating
James de Radcliffe, Lord of the Manor, who erected Radcliffe Tower in 1403, survives,
covered, in the chancel under the altar. It is only in the 17th and 18th centuries that
markerstones became more common (Mytum 2000; Stratchey 2013). The memorials at St
Marys are predominantly of 18th, 19th, 20th and 21st century date.
The earliest graveslab found at the time of the current survey has the dates 1682 and 1697 and
commemorates the death of Charles Beswicke a Rector of the Church from 1662 to 1697
(Howard 2000). It is in Latin and there is said to be a translation (personal communication
Carol Kemp). It was originally within the Church but has been removed and is now positioned
adjacent to the chancel in Section C, facing west, that is facing the Church: it is damaged (Fig
26). Some of the abbreviations and words in the inscription don’t make sense so a rough
transcription and translation reads as follows:
‘(....) RAVIT AD EOCLETEM DECEMBRIS MO AETATIS 24 1682
BEFNIKE RECTOR PARACHIALIS DE RATCLIFFE 29O OCTOB AO 620
MIGAVIT DECEMBRIS 1697 AETAT SUAE’
‘RAVIT (.....ED) to the church (?) on the 24th of December 1682 made(??)
rector of the parish of Radcliffe until (his death???) at the age 0f 62 (???) on 29th
October 1697.’
Also adjacent to chancel (in Section C) is the graveslab for Edward King (see Annex A for
partial Latin inscription) he was also a Rector of St Mary's and died in 1719. The graveslab
was removed from the church interior in 1903 (Fig 27). Again, some of the abbreviations and
words in the inscription don’t make sense so a rough transcription and translation reads as
follows:
‘HIC INHUMATUR EDVARDUS KING AM HUJUS ECCLEFICR
RECTORVALDE VIGILANS INFIGNITERD ERUDITUS QUI
PRAEMARURA MORTE IN MEDIO FERE AETATIS CURFU NONFINE
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PLANETIBUS ET MULRORUM JUET OBIT 260 DIE SEPRIS ANNO DOM
1719 AETAT FUCE’

‘Here was buried Edward King, with many distinctions/honours (??) greatly
vigilant and thrusting (??!!) leader of this church (?), who died prematurely in
the midst of his short life on 26th (?) day of September (?? SEPRIS??) in 1719.’

A striking feature is the fact that the graveyard is no longer strongly zoned chronologically- if
it ever was. Generally the first area used for burials in a graveyard is to the south of the
church, then the east and then to the west, the north being used only when it became necessary
as it was felt to be associated with the devil and therefore unlucky (Mytum 1998 & 2000).
Whilst the earliest examples of gravestones located are in Section C these monuments are not
in-situ. This would also appear to be the case with the fine, large, 18th century graveslabs
laid/relaid flat around the church to north, west and possibly south, that now serve as
pathways. However, to the south of the Church, scattered in Section E, there are distinctive
and interesting early 18th century-dated upright gravestones. They are simple in style, low,
quite thick and of shaped sandstone, some with rounded tops and others with sinuous tops and
flat tops with semi-circular central features.
The eight separate areas identified in Fig 19 generally show a mixture of periods and whilst
there are clusters of contemporary burials of similar dates the picture given is one of constant
re-interment (after a suitable period has elapsed). The Commonwealth War Graves are mainly
in Sections E and F but it's not a coherent pattern, nor are the positions of the graves of other
military personnel arranged in a coherent manner. Only Section D is predominantly mid-20th
century in date, whilst the 21st century has a particular zone at the southern end of the site in
Section F. Harold Mytum (2000) talks of three broad patterns of burial use;




scattered family plots
cyclical re-use
and expansion

On the current evidence the graveyard at Radcliffe appears to have all three in use but with the
emphasis on cyclical re-use. Again this is something that would repay further study.
5.2 Typology of the Memorials
Statuary is said to be rare in graveyards but common in cemeteries and this is the case at St
Mary’s. The range of monument/gravestone or tomb types is extensive whether individual
grave, or family plot or vault (the Bealey vault and the Hampson vault, Section A RHS). It
may be that some of the more modest upright stones with initials and/or dates served as
footstones rather than headstones or even kerb stones.
The earliest extant memorials at St Mary’s are stone slabs laid flat, often described as ‘ledger
slabs’ (Fig 28), stone slabs raised on low plinths (sometimes in pairs or three or four grouped
together; Fig 29), with some interesting modest upright early-19th century headstones
characterised by their thickness and low size (Fig 30). There is one chest tomb (Fig 21).
There are a range of later types (possibly post-1850; Fig 31). These include pedestal tombs
and raised crosses on stepped bases (their design described as ‘simple Latin’ (Fig 32), ‘ringed
cross’ - often with Celtic interlace - or ‘Gothic Style’ with floriated tips. Headstones include
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Gothic pointed-arch design (Fig 33), and round topped. There are also many draped urns (Fig
34) and obelisks and some Neo-classical memorials (Fig 35). These can indicate the grave of a
non- conformist but it should be noted that this is an Anglican graveyard. There are a few in a
rustic style as if built of logs (Fig 36), and a number of low monuments with hipped or gabled
crosses (Fig 37).
From the mid-20th century onwards there are many mid-height upright memorials (particularly
in Section D) which accords with the idea that memorials got smaller post-1920. The war
graves of simple design (Fig 38) may have influenced this trend as well as the high number of
dead left by the First World War and the subsequent influenza epidemic (Mytum 2000). There
was an increasing standardisation of monuments in the 20th century with more polished
marbles, particularly black with gold lettering, and this trend was usually due to Church rules
about what can be used.
Interestingly, at Radcliffe there are at least two examples of early-20th century, simple, low
memorials adjacent to the main headstone, from “the carters' and ‘lurrymans” union of
Radcliffe" (Fig 39) and other tributes by subscription from employees. A ‘lurry’ was a fourwheeled wagon with sides in 1887. The carters' and lurrymans' union of Radcliffe was
amalgamated into the TGWU in 1922.
5.3 Materials
There are a variety of materials used within the graveyard. The earliest are of sandstone and
this continues into the 19th century (there are 20th century examples too but these are much
more rare), when we also see polished marbles and polished granites. Occasionally two
materials are used, such as marble with terracotta edging or gritstone with inlaid marble
"columns" or a polished cartouche for the inscription (Fig 40). Increasingly, there is a move to
standardised gravestones, usually non-local stone with highly polished infilled lettering, and
the inscriptions are sometimes more informal, such as "pop pop". This is accompanied by an
array of freestanding items within the grave plot such as angels, butterflies, plastic or real
flowers, and coloured gravel. With the increase in cremations a move to more modest markers
and much smaller "plot" sizes is also evident.
5.4 Masons Marks and Imagery
A number of masons marks have also been noted, the earliest being 'Broad's Fecit Manchester"
which is inscribed on the chest tomb initially dated 1820 (Section E - west); "J
HARWOOD/STANLEY ST/BURY" (1897 and 1898, Sections E and F west; Fig 41); and" J
Rawson and Sons" with what appears to be an anchor motif on a gravestone dating to 2005
(Section F west; Fig 42).
Many grave stones and markers have striking imagery and decorative religious motifs. There
are examples of engraved cherubs (Fig 43), angels (Fig 44), at least one skull and longbones,
kneeling angels, the lamb of god, a dove, ivy, ferns and fronds. Particularly striking was a
recurrent motif of a church with central tower, flanked by weeping willows (Fig 45), and a
mourning female figure holding onto a cross (Fig 33). The latter two are themes used in the
work of J. Harwood and Sons of Stanley Street, Bury, stone masons in the late 19th century,
though also seen on other gravestones within the graveyard.
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5.5 Inscriptions
There is a huge variation across the centuries in style of lettering, font and content of the
graveyard inscriptions. There are deeply incised (usually high relief indicates an early date)
and shallow lettering. The style of lettering changes too. In the 18th century often see are
words continuing across one line to another and the occasional non-standardised spelling. The
earliest examples are in Latin (1697 and 1719), and the chest tomb to west of the tower has the
mason's name inscribed in Latin on the moulded edge, whilst some of the early 18th century
examples to north-west external corner of the church have Roman numerals. Generally,
however, they are in English.
Inscriptions reinforce the usual progression over the centuries from recording the transience of
the human body and its inevitable decay, "Here lies the body" or "mortal remains" (Thomas
Kay, north of vestry; Fig 46), through an emphasis on the soul and a more hopeful belief in
salvation, often with imagery of cherubs (Richard Hardman 1824 "Sacred to the memory
of...’; Fig 47), and the more recent honouring of the individual and their attributes in
remembrance (Fig 48). In the latter phase most are described as wife, husband, son or
daughter; that is being defined by family ties.
A number of headstones and markers remind the reader of the high incidence of infant and
child mortality. Particularly poignant examples include the small stone memorial to "Jonathan"
son of the Reverend and Mrs Partington who died aged 17 days old in 1970 (Section F –
where it faces west onto the footpath contrary to standard practice of facing east; Fig 49) and
the simple gritstone memorial to R Devonport who died aged 14 months in 1813 (Section B
LHS; Fig 50). Equally moving is a graveslab that records the loss of children of James and
Martha Mather (Fig 51). It stands north of the west tower (grassed area) commemorating the
death of:
‘1 day old Mary died ADMDCCCXXIII (1823):
4 years old Mary died ADMDCCCXXXVI (1836)
2 years old Mary Jane died AD MDCCCXL (1840)
23 years old Charles died AD MDCCCLX (1860)’
5.6 Occupations
Occupations of the dead recorded on the gravestones include:








"Jeremiah Radcliffe, Lord of the Manor", 1806 (within path to west of the west tower;
Fig 52);Thomas Foxley reverend (path at west end of church);
William Hampson, farmer died 1847, and the associated graveslab of John Hampson
1866 of "Little Britain" - they are two of four massive slabs erected to the Hampson
family (Section E - F east of path; Fig 53);
Peter Walker wheelwright (path south of Church); Anne (1807) wife of a plumber and
glazier of Radcliffe (Section B LHS);
J Mills scholar and chorister (Section E);
a John Lomax "pattern designer of Radcliffe", 1837 (Section A RHS);
John Wilson "LATE OFFICER OF EXCISE upwards of 36 years ", 1846 and"
Martha relict of the above" 1865 (Section A RHS;
Whitehead an industrialist who had a memorial erected to him by his employees
(Section F, east);
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and Nancy Vickers, the wife of Thomas Vicker's - Innkeeper of Bolton (pathway
south of Church; Fig 47).

There is a memorial cross to "HENRY LEVER OF BURY COACH PROPRIETOR 1883"
(Section C). A few small (pillow-like) memorials survive from the "CARTERS' AND
LURRYMANS'UNION RADCLIFFE BRANCH" for Thomas Kay and Fred Roberts (1910
and 1914 respectively; Fig 39) and a similar token of respect (scroll shape and rustic tooling)
to William Fielding from "A Greenhalgh employees". (Section A RHS; Fig 54). There are also
a number of military graves.
5.7 Military Graves (Fig 38)
The Commonwealth War Graves Commission lists nine graves on its website (giving
locations) lying at Radcliffe; six from World War I and three from World War II, although not
all were located during the current survey. The Roll of Honour within the Church (dedicated
10th August 1918) lists all of these men. (See Appendix A and Appendix B for more details).
In brief these war graves include:








Serjeant J Howarth Machine Gun Corps (inf) 9th July 1918 (Section E)
Private S Eaton South Wales Borderers 1919 (Section E)
Private G Lee 6th Dragoon Guards 1920 (Section E)
Private J Bradshaw,Royal Lancaster Regiment,8th November 1916 Age 21 (Section
E?)
Private SA Pike, Royal Army Pay Corps,28th April 1940 (Section E)
J Boote grenadier guard 1941 2670159 (Section D)
Capt AWP Henfrey Royal Army Pay Corps 2nd Nov 1946 (Section F, east of path)

These graves are the subject of a separate report as well the subject of a school project for one
secondary school pupil (Appendix B), and have been studied by a volunteer member of the
history workshop (Boon 2014). This interest is particularly significant as 2014 marks the 100th
anniversary since the start of the First World War.
Other military personnel were found within the graveyard, sometimes within a family grave,
and sometimes as individually burials. It is not expected to be a comprehensive list. They
were:






Norman Kemp from the Lancashire Fusiliers (see below and also the Roll Of Honour
inside the Church)
Ronald Kearsley from the Sherwood Foresters
Able seaman, Roland Allen
"Gnr Clifford Jackson 1945
and John Wilson Wallwork MC from the Royal Air Force. The initials MC stand for
Military Cross meaning he was also a flying ace as he had shot down five enemy craft.

See Appendix A for some of the full inscriptions. The following is an example of the style and
details.
‘Norman Kemp
Sec Lieut. LANCASHIRE FUSILIERS
elder son of
Canon and Mrs LAVERS KEMP
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ALLIED TO HIGHER SERVICE AT THE
CAPTURE OF CINCHY IN THE
BATTLE OF THE SOMME
Sept 9th 1916 Aged 21 years’
The grave slab is decorated with a floriated cross that has fallen, but the stone four-step plinth
(with lettering) remains (Section A. RHS).
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6. Conserving Radcliffe Church Graveyard
6.1 Introduction
It is suggested that St Mary's graveyard may well be a rare example of a community-valued
church graveyard (over many centuries and still so today) within an urban context. Certainly
by the 19th century cemeteries are more normally financed by local authorities.
6.2 St Mary's Graveyard: Local Context
It is entered from Church Green and links well with this council owned amenity area, however
it does not currently link with Close Park to east or Radcliffe Tower to southwest. As there are
direct historic ties between the church and the de Radcliffe family who built Radcliffe Tower
and manor house - they formed the mediaeval historic core of Radcliffe, this should be
remedied. The fine double iron gates and gate piers to entrance on the west boundary should
be conserved and re-opened. The link with Close Park is more problematical as Bealeys Goit
from the 18th century bleachworks, forms a barrier at the eastern boundary. It was also noted
that where earlier buildings have been demolished to west and north-west of the site the new
housing does not "work to the church" - there is a fragmented feel to the area. The area to the
south of the Church and graveyard is derelict former industrial land which is to be regenerated
and is potentially promising.
6.3 The Graveyard in Wider Heritage Context
The study of graveyards is still a comparatively rare subject but gaining acceptance
particularly when it follows an integrated approach that balances cultural significance
(architectural, historical and archaeological) with ecological values.
It is suggested that St Mary's graveyard may well be a rare example of a community valued
church graveyard (over many centuries and still so today), within an urban context. Certainly
by the 19th century cemeteries are more the norm often financed by local authorities.
6.4 How the Churchyard is Looked After
Responsibility for the safety within a burial site lies with the owner and management, usually
the local authority, congregation (through the Parochial Church Council), faith group or
private owner. (English Heritage 2011). It has been assumed, therefore, that the responsibility
for St Mary’s lies with the congregation through the PCC. Ownership and responsibility for
individual monuments lies with the descendants of the person to whom the monument is
dedicated. The Commonwealth War Graves Commission is responsible for marking and
maintaining the graves of members of the Commonwealth forces who died during the two
world wars. According to their website there are nine such graves at St Mary's: seven were
located during the survey. See www.cwgc.org
There are gravestones and monuments that are in a poor state of repair, that have eroded or
lean, settled, or broken- a small minority but condition reports for these should be undertaken
and regular assessments made (Figs 55, 56, 57 & 58).
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At St Mary’s safety checks are made by the Churchwarden who looks for voids and damaged
graves or gravestones and notifies owners of the work that needs to be carried out. If owners
or descendents cannot be traced then those who have responsibility for the site (presumably
the PCC) need to take action. Continuing assessment is essential and in cases of immediate
hazard good guidance states that the initial measure is to cordon it off and seek advice. There
are examples within St Mary’s where damaged or potentially dangerous monuments have
fallen or been laid flat (usually with the inscription underneath). They include, for example, a
number of crosses that lie alongside their stepped base, and other headstones. This is seen by
English Heritage as a temporary response but not a permanent solution (English Heritage
2011).
In addition to quinquennial reviews it has been agreed that an upgrading and management
regime for the church yard is required, led by a conservation plan that identifies significance
and puts forward appropriate policies and actions. This report is the first step toward such a
conservation plan, by identifying significance. Further work will be needed for a conservation
management plan which will look in greater detail at the physical condition of the monuments,
boundary walls, ironwork, and lychgate and include recommendations on future work and the
costs of conservation of the historic assets. It is vital that wherever possible the maximum
amount of historic fabric is preserved. Condition, significance and costs are all factors to be
weighed in the balance, plus what costs the PCC can bear and whether other sources of
funding can be found. Any scheme will need Faculty approval from the DAC.
It was noted that over the period of the survey, carried out intermittently between November
2013 and April 2014, accessibility within the graveyard improved considerably as basic
gardening tasks were undertaken. The cutting of grass and the clearance of the raised flower
beds to southern boundary, for example, meant that visibility and access was restored to the
1887 Jubilee Memorial to Queen Victoria and many other memorials particularly in Sections E
and F was eased. It was also easier to walk around the graveyard. There is a strong
commitment to basic maintenance, although basic maintenance or remedial work on damaged
and decaying monuments was not witnessed during the time of the survey.
In addition to specialist advice within the DAC, and the local conservation officer, there are
many heritage organisations that provide conservation advice in the form of booklets and
guidance. Although much of this is concerned with church buildings, English Heritage
publishes specific graveyard advice in its Caring for Historic Graveyard and Cemetery
Monuments volume (English Heritage 2011). This deals with "Guidance and best practice for
the assessment, planning and implementation of conservation work to monuments”, as well as
legal frameworks and statutory duties. See www.english-heritage.org.uk
6.5 Risks
As noted by English Heritage "The best means of long-term preservation is routine care and
maintenance" (English Heritage 2011). The problems faced today at the Radcliffe graveyard
are as follows:








the different levels on the site
the overgrown nature of some of the site (improved in recent months)
unclear legibility of paths and access routes
altered access routes
poor paving
slippery paving
tree roots
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leaning gravestones
settling gravestones
voids
fallen gravestones
weathered gravestones
corroded iron ties
moss
poor lighting, vandalism and graffiti
fencing and gates also face the same problems of corroded iron ties and poor
maintenance where they survive.
The lych gate has slipping tiles to east slope and possibly to its ridge, and there is slight
spalling/surface lamination to north front - it is in need of basic maintenance.

There are routes around and across the graveyard, as there are around three sides of the
church, but, for example, the perimeter path disappears in places (to eastern boundary by
Bealey's goit) and has obstructions such as two memorial benches to southern area and
trees/saplings particularly to western edge. The routes across the graveyard are not always
legible and often difficult to follow due to being overgrown (improved recently), whereas the
inscribed and decorated historic stone grave slabs that are used for paving around the church
will be prone to wear if there is increased footfall. Particularly disturbing was the observed use
of a loaded landrover driving over the fine 18th century graveslabs that form the pathway south
of the Church: this should not continue. Stone flag pathways are again often slippery due to
wet weather or moss. That leading to the western gate has some massive flagstones, some of
which are cracked. So whilst access should be improved it must be sensitive to the
"operations" of the church, to services, weddings, funerals and relatives visiting graves, to
historic fabric and established routes.
Fortunately, many of these problems were identified in the Conservation Plan (Nightinglae
2012).
6.6 Opportunities and Recommendations
Over the last few years the work done by the University of Salford has increasingly engaged
and encouraged the community of Radcliffe to explore its heritage. Much has been learned
about the past and as work continues the picture becomes clearer and its significance better
understood. The historic core of Radcliffe has tremendous potential for regenerating an area
which has lost much of its industry.
Further study of Radcliffe Tower, the tithe barn and surrounding area, together with the
Church and the graveyard can tell us much about former Radcliffe individuals and how
Radcliffe evolved and grew. Industries such as the 18th century bleachworks and later
paperworks, with the attendant workers' housing, are also part of that wider picture; that is its
historic context. Further study of the area will lead to a greater understanding of its
significance and that should form the basis for long term plans. At the moment these structures
are in isolation and the overall aim should be to look at them holistically within their wider
historic environment- their context.
General Recommendations


a link between the Church and Radcliffe Tower should be created, though additional
access routes need to be established that link the tower, park, Church and tithe barn.
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Signposting and information boards should be made available detailing aspects of
Radcliffe's heritage.
Dissemination of information should be made through all mediums available;
publications (leaflets, books and the internet), talks, open days, guided walks and a
community website.
Continued engagement with the community should be undertaken.

Specific Recommendations








Routine maintenance, continuous assessment and monitoring, with appropriate
conservation vital.
The historic fabric to the graveyard boundary walls and the extant ironwork should be
subject to a condition survey and the maximum amount of historic fabric conserved
and retained: the western gates in particular should be retained and re-opened.
Access routes around and across the graveyard should be maintained and improvedretaining and protecting historic fabric.
Regular maintenance of boundary walls, gates, lychgate, memorials, other historic
assets such as the clockface, base of the sundial and pathways should take place.
Regular inspections and assessments of the condition of monuments is vital.
Lighting within the graveyard should be considered and possibly improved.
Saplings and tree that damage historic fabric or hinder access routes need to be dealt
with.

Further study of the graveyard in the areas highlighted would repay consideration.
Opportunities for community involvement and studies by school children could include:




organised (sympathetic) cleaning of monuments;
graveyard surveys of monuments (Mytum 2000; Stratchey 2013) for recording sheets
and practical advice on time needed etc )
and more specific topics such as the study of the Commonwealth War Graves to
commemorate the centenary of the start of the WW1.

6.7 The Significant of the Graveyard
St Mary' Church and Radcliffe Tower are recognised as being of national importance, with
exceptional architectural and historic merit. This is reflected in their designations as Grade I
structures (Radcliffe Tower is also a Scheduled Ancient Monument). Only 2% of listed
buildings attain this grade. Also important, however, are their associative links. There are
direct historic links between the church and the de Radcliffe family who built Radcliffe Tower
and the manor house (the mediaeval historic core of Radcliffe). They were an influential
family in the mediaeval period across much of southern Lancashire.
Regionally and locally the site is of significance too. It is clearly valued as an amenity site but
more importantly it appears to be a rare example of a community-valued church graveyard,
over many centuries, within an urban context. It has associative ties through family
connections and group connections. By the late 19th century cemeteries are usually financed by
local authorities.
It is only fairly recently that the study of graveyards has come into its own as it has been
recognised how much evidence they provide. Analysis of the information at St Mary's
provided evidence for the growth and development of the churchyard site (which still retains
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important historic fabric in its stone boundaries, gate piers and railings) and reflected the
growth and fortunes of Radcliffe and its families over the centuries.
It must be said that the memorials are an amazing survival and resource: of value in their own
right. They are the work of local craftsmen and change in form and material over time. They
range from the Latin inscribed ledgerstones of the late 17th and early 18th century, through the
beautiful engraved slabs of the 18th century with their decorative motifs, imagery and
occasionally verse, the simple distinctive early 18th century upright headstones more akin to
Quaker stones, the 19th century Gothic arched headstones with religious imagery, the
impressive pedestal and crosses and kerbstones of the turn of the 20th century, to the more
personal and modest monuments in the 20th and 21st centuries. They reflect national trends and
the changing attitudes to death, the social structure of previous times, the occupations of
Radcliffe's inhabitants, family history and above all community roots and continuity across the
centuries.
With the loss of much of its industry, modern housing and other developments, this area of
Radcliffe has lost a certain amount of cohesiveness, with the centre of modern day Radcliffe
moving to the east of the historic core. However, the congregation of the Church is continuing
to grow and St Mary's Church, the old medieval parish church, pulls all the threads of
Radcliffe's history together. It has a direct link with Radcliffe Tower and the de Radcliffe
family (its manorial past), plus also its industrial era. It is a focal point spiritually and
physically in the landscape with much architectural, archaeological and historic merit and has
the potential to recreate former links for the community.
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Ordnance Survey 1:2500 series 1957-8 edition, SD 88 11.
Newspapers
Radcliffe Times 28/7/77 Bury Archives: St Mary's (Parish) Church Folder-No. 8 All
churchyard will be landscaped.
R 95.1 Bury Archives: St Mary's (Parish) Church Folder No 6 Church gift is "Pennies from
Heaven"
R 95.1 Bury Archives: St Mary's (Parish) Church Folder No 7 Tomb now visible
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6. Archive

The archive comprises of a historical map regression, copies of historical photographs and
documents and research notes. This archive is currently held by the Centre for Applied
Archaeology and a copy of this report will be forwarded to the client, and the Greater
Manchester Archaeological Advisory Service.
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Appendix 1: Fieldwork Notes

This consists of working notes made during fieldwork. It comprises information on the
lychgate, churchyard boundaries, Sections A, B,C, D E and F west, and E and F, east , also
pathways to north south and west of the church and associated historic features. The aim was
to carry out an extensive survey to get a holistic view of the site - an overall summary of
significance and to highlight areas for further intensive study.
A1. Lych Gate
Base of coursed ashlar gritstone surmounted by timber framework with clay tiled roof
surmounted by simple wooden cross: double wooden gates. Decorative oak carving inscribed
"A THANKOFFERING FOR MANY BLESSINGS 1922". It was to commemorate the safe
return of Radcliffe men from the war. The Church Guide reports it as having replaced iron
gates. See photo.
NB Lych gate has slipping tiles to east slope of roof and possibly ridge tiles: moss evident.
Slight spalling of gritstone on North front.
A2. Boundaries of St Mary's Church
Boundary walls: incomplete around site- mostly coursed stone- low with ashlar capping,
curving into Lychgate at north entrance: higher at west boundary. Originally topped by
railings. Stone gate piers with good decorative mouldings one NE corner complete
with ?poppy? finial.
Detail: at West gate the coursing to south part of walling = taller; 11 courses with ashlar
capping (tooling) butt up against gate whilst on north section the walling is 3 courses with
ashlar capping (tooling) and turns corner: both have previously had railings. Decorative
stepped pyramidal gate piers with fleur de lys. The moulded stone capping to one of the gate
piers is lying on the ground adjacent to it. The northernmost pier is complete. These piers are
the same design as those that stood at the Church Green entranceway to the Church prior to
erection of lychgate, thus can be dated to c. 1905.
West gate - good ironwork to double gates with triple "points" to top-similar if not the same
as that to southern boundary and worthy of conservation.
Some wooden fencing at NE corner adjacent to 20th century housing and brick extension of
Church House forms part of north boundary: Bealey's goit forms the east boundary of the
churchyard.
Discovered what may be part of the 1977-70 landscaping scheme- sections of walls made up
of coursed polished stones including granites and gritstones with "denticulated" /"crenellated"
top. One section runs west -east parallel to West path but is hidden by trees. There is another
section to top NE corner of the site together with shaped, architectural remnant of stone
(architectural piece? re-used gravestone? ) So presumably gravestones reused for walling and
pathways. Also section parallel to south boundary.
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Railings to South boundary. See photos, There are 2 types; one bifurcated at top, one with
triple "points". There is one section that has fallen in but is still there.. There are shaped iron
brackets to tie into the offsets on the walling. The railings run out at the SE corner by the goit
where the land levels drop sharply to the water..
The raised beds that run parallel to the south boundary are bounded by very low stone walls
that need attention- some courses need rebuilding and tree roots have disturbed other sections.
West path.= massive flagstones interspersed with smaller flags. One massive flagstone is
badly cracked- and tree roots have caused problems elsewhere. In wet conditions they also
become very slippery.
Two benches block the perimeter circulation route and on the east side the bank drops sharply
to the water - the only boundary being trees or bushes.
A3. Graveyard Section A First Ground (RHS)
Clearly defined. See map for boundaries (stone, timber, brick). kerbed pathway..
GOOD FOR TEACHING PURPOSES- VARIETY OF MONUMENTS AND DIFFERENT
DATES , VAULTS, TRIBUTES FROM UNION AND EMPLOYEES . ACCESSIBLE. Local
families.
General= mixture of early 19th onwards, (1924, 1930 and 1948 low monuments) and 20th
century- usually sandstone for earlier ones and flat. Later = different materials and lettering
often picked out (polished black marble and gold lettering = popular)- usually upright. One
white alabaster 1972.."very striking" Many different types but mostly flat and flat raised up on
low plinths- the more impressive examples once had railings around them (evidence). Some
single, some paired, one in 4s! latter = 1825-1924. There is a John Rothwell 1874 etc.. Variety
of crosses on plinths- one impressive example = Celtic example for Joshua Bridge: Another
impressive example = a draped urn on pedestal for James Henry Lees 1901 and family.
Howarths = v fine-plinth decorated a 6 ? tiers-very decorative
Whitakers ..
Fletchers have at least 2 monuments and base of another;
Fletchers-rustic example with ivy and ferns on hewn boulders. 1895 (and 1925? 1905?)
Fletcher's-possibly largest in graveyard -classical example -obelisk on plinth and decorated
base (wreath motif). 1865
Inscriptions vary....
Many Gothic pointed topped/headed gravestones
Imagery includes angels..lamb, lamb of god..
Near boundary in west (and other places) are unusual linear examples. They are low and linear
and paired with space between the almost kerb like stones. Are they kerbstones that have been
moved? Inscriptions are on the outer sides and sometimes they have header stones set at right
angles top and bottom and pot for flowers . One such example dated 1903 and 1946 for Albert
son of John and Henrietta Fox. Another dated 1964.
Also low monuments with hipped tops and gabled crosses.
Some stones are low and bed headed!
One example appeared to have "urn" motif . Very similar or same as the symbol of the
Commonwealth War Graves Commission.
================================
IN THIS SECTION 3 TRIBUTES ; one from workers and two from the Carters and
Lurrymans Union Radcliffe. They are low stone memorials; one with scroll shape and rustic
tooling From Andrew Greenhalgh Ltd employees.
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AS A TOKEN OF
RESPECT TO
THOMAS KAY
FROM THE CARTERS'
AND LURRYMANS'
UNION,RADCLIFFE
BRANCH
"flattened"- "elongated scroll. Situated next to remnants of THOMAS KAY died 1910
----------------AS A TOKEN
OF RESPECT &
DEEP SYMPATHY
TO FRED ROBERTS
FROM THE CARTER(S)?
AND LURRYMANS UNION
RADCLIFFE BRANCH
Small scroll like stone with concentric rings (? )to side. This was placed at base of headstone.
He died aged 25,Jan 11th 1914.
-----------------------ERECTED AS A TOKEN
OF RESPECT TO WILLIAM FIELDING
FROM THE EMPLOYEES OF
ANDREW GREENHALGH LTD
This = small stone tribute- " scroll with rustic backing. Area A. (SW corner of this section).
---------------At least 4 toppled and some sunk, some grown over...one gothic arched memorial very badly
face worn
many family graves..
-----------------------------One flat stone was for John Lomax Pattern Designer of Radcliffe 1837
(and family -1885)
-----------------------------Another flat gravestone =
JOSEPH WILSON LATE OFFICER OF EXCISE
upwards of 36 years 1846
also Martha relict of the above 1865.
-----------------------------INTERESTING LATE EXAMPLE:
NORMAN KEMP (LW -letters picked out)
Sec Lieut. LANCASHIRE FUSILIERS
Elder son of
Canon and Mrs LAVERS KEMP
ALLIED TO HIGHER SERVICE AT THE
CAPTURE OF CINCHY IN THE
BATTLE OF THE SOMME
Sep 9th 1916 AGED 21 YEARS
This is a floriated cross on 4-stepped plinth but the cross has fallen..
A4. Section B LHS
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Looking east from lychgate =appears broadly in waves! Though on closer inspection the 20th
cent graves are interspersed with earlier ones. c 84 memorials. Upright and mixture of styles.
Most with multiple names on them.
Gothic pointed stones (one fallen), one ornate grapes and flowers and side columns, open book
1943 IHS cross and plinth
Motifs inc one rustic
1930s examples and 1940s and predominantly, flat earlier sandstone ones to east end .
Particular examples=
=================================
modest small stone child's marker :
R DEVENPORT
died Decr 14th
1813.aged 14
Months
---------------------------------------Also simple stone marked with "JBSA"
---------------------------------------------Nathan Pendlebury's slab (?) 1796
states at the bottom
"This Stone not to be removed
except when Anne his Wife dies She is to be Buried under
It"
---------------------Anne (1807) wife of plumber and glazier of Radcliffe
A5. Section C to east of chancel . estimated number=c40..
The area shown on map doesn't correlate with what's on ground so I have taken the area
directly in line with the east end of the Church (in map it appears to extend further south and
north of this). Nearest to the Church are irregular rows of flat grave slabs. The earliest dated
examples were located here. The first is to Charles Beswicke, Rector at Radcliffe until 1697
(the dates of 1682 and 1697 are marked on it): it is broken and incomplete and repositioned
upside down (ie text facing Church) nearest the Chancel end. The second is to "Eduardis
King" also Rector, dated 1719- see below. Both are in Latin-both were removed from the
interior of the in the alterations of 1903. As was the 1812 example.
HIC INHUMATUR EDVARDUS KING AM HUJUS ECCLEFICR
RECTORVALDE VIGILANS INFIGNITERD ERUDITUS QUI
PRAEMARURA MORTE IN MEDIO FERE AETATIS CURFU NONFINE
PLANETIBUS ET MULRORUM JUET OBIT 260 DIE SEPRIS ANNO DOM
1719 AETAT FUCE
---------------------------------------Otherwise memorials are 18th 19th and 20th century; the most recent ones being situated at
the easternmost edge (1973,1933,1959 etc) Some of the inscriptions are illegible... But once
again we have sandstone grave slabs laid flat and other upright headstones in the form of
crosses and gothic pointed arches At least five have fallen over or been pushed- one
completely covered by turf: one completely covered by moss. NB: unused ground due to
unsuitable ground - bricks underneath etc (personal communication). Other interesting
examples include a large sandstone (laid flat) to JOHN MORRISS 1828 Farmer.
A memorial (cross) to the wife of Canon Swinburne Rector of Radcliffe 1908 and a memorial
(cross) to HENRY LEVER OF BURYCOACH PROPRIETOR 1883.
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A6. Section D (Top or New Ground)
Estimated 240 graves, 15% with no markers Very clearly defined - bounded at east by grassed
clear path with kerbs. Mostly mid- to late-20th century but at southern end are the most recent
graves. The latter are more standardised memorials (often asymmetrical) but often
accompanied by personal objects ie angels, flowers, figurines etc Consists of upright
memorials..tall medium and low: many different materials - polished marble, sandstone etc .
Examples inc 1 Celtic and, 2 floriated crosses, 5 crosses inscribed "IHS". but generally in good
condition: some have fallen some have tipped. Many unmarked graves apparent. Includes Jack
Boote's War grave.
-----------------------STANLEY RAYMOND
KILLED IN ACTION 5TH AUGUST 1943
-----------------------A Celtic Cross to SAMUEL CLEGG JP 19
A7. Sections E and F
Sections E and F not as on map so have divided area into E and F East of rough grass path
and E and F West of rough grass path. NB "Path" runs parallel to rear of "Millionaires Row" one row further west. E and F difficult to walk around- uneven - path unclear, many graves
grassed over etc but does have good decorative motifs and masons marks and different types
of gravestones E at northern end nearest to Church has: base of Sundial (ie south of church).
The church guide (Howard 2000) states its origins were unknown but that it was put in this
position in 1850 and that its inscription read "Deface me not I mean no ill. But stand to serve
thee for Good Will. James Sandiford fecit" . It also has simple, shaped, thick and low, early
19th century headstones-scattered.
E (west) has Whitehead monument with employees tribute
E and F west has: Church motif-angled ranges with central tower and flanked by trees; 2 by
same mason, 1897 and 1898 ;
J HARWOOD/STANLEY ST/BURY
There are other similar designs but no masons mark visible on them.
ALSO by J HARWOOD 1899 and 1900 Woman holding onto cross..
E and F west= Another Mason= "J Rawson and Sons" with anchor motif, 2005
E at north end has early mason "D. 'Broad's . Fecit Manchefter "on the prominent chest tomb
F has 20th and 21st century graves and memorials at southern end. bulk of cremation
memorials are shaped like writing desks. New graves, personal objects, flowers, smaller
cremation plots. There is one rare example of an angel almost in the round dating to 1990.
REVS SON WEST FACING details....17 days old died 1970.
Wallwork MC
Neo -classical Henry Kay of Radcliffe Hall ,1911?
Conservation problems -see Vault of Robert Ashworth and Cherub slab for example: void
Also leaning gravestones, collapsed, overgrown, sunken. spalling (photo)crosses fallen or
taken of stepped bases (photos)
Section E and F, east
E and F West
E and F West has what is referred to locally as "Millionaires Row!" c. 14 prominent and good
late 19th century and 20th century graves with kerbing. You would expect it to front onto path
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at one time, but it does not now. Designs include a draped urn , different types of crosses- that
to James Rider with decorative interlace. The Rider family were the last occupants of Tower
Farm (most notable is Lee, son of James, who is also interred in this grave).
As you move eastwards the memorials revert to simpler types ; crosses and gothic pointed
tops, some are round headed- many are of gritstone and there is /are ? CWGs ie J Bradshaw of
the "King's Own" died 1916. A fine rustic example stands for James Clayton died 1927.
The southernmost end has 20th century memorials.
CHECK WHITEHEAD MEMORIAL
A8. Paved areas around Church
South of Church
Many flat re-laid (?)18th and 19th century sandstone grave slabs. generally in good condition
which may be because it no longer serve as an access route- there was an entrance here but it
has been blocked up (Image here?). Common family names include Walkers. Howarths and
Fletchers. Many of interest for their inscriptions, verses and beautiful decorative motifs that
include angels at top corners, dropped wheat ears, beading etc ie
Robert Hardman of Whitefield 1795.
Thomas Vicker's wife Tom - Innkeeper of Bolton
Elizabeth wife of John Walker 1727
****?1766 table-chest tomb
West of Church
chest tomb....(seen in c1850 engraving)
Some inscribed, flat presumably re-laid sandstone grave slabs. Sporadically laid. Examples
include:
"Jeremiah Lord of Radcliffe 1806"...
Its position is just outside west tower entrance
------------------------------Peter Walker ... Wheelwright- dates of 1758 and 1783...
------------------------------------THOMAS FOXLEY
REV... MDCCCXXXIII - moved in the 1903 alterations
-----------------------------North of Church (pathway)
Flag stones and some grave slabs form a pathway that comes off the main entranceway
through the lychgate into the churchyard, to the vestry door- it runs along the north side of the
church. It's a well used path and this is reflected in some of the wear patterns. East of the
Church the line of the path is interrupted by some grave slabs positioned over it.
The sandstone memorials include one to John Hampton and Noah Hampton with 1821 and
dates of 1816,1809,1779,1784 and 1821 CHECK
----------------------North of the vestry door is one commemorating the death of Thomas Cuney-it states:
"Here Refteth the Body of
Thomas Kay of Cuney
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green of the Parifh of
Radclffe who dyed
August the 30th 1728 and
was Buried September
the 1st Aged 40 years
Alfo Hanah his Wife who
was Interred Febry 1732"
"This stone was removed from
the interior of the Church
during the alterations in 1903"
-------------------------------------------Directly north of the vestry door is a worn stone dated 1831....Has been protected in part by
door mat!
Of particular interest is the square stone with clockface in Roman numerals used within the
path measuring c5 x5& feet. It has a square hole to centre with circular metal "pin"... Said to
be one of the faces of the former clock face to tower (Church guide), the former angled shape
can be seen "beneith" the current round faced clock face..
A9. Greenspace at NW Corner of Church by lampost
Eight 19th century flat sandstone slabs; 4 belonging to the Mather family
Inscribed "Sacred to the memory of": " In memory of"
Particular examples: an 1810 Mather memorial to a daughter who died early a "rosebud"
Another Mather graveslab for James and Martha Mather commemorates the death of :
1 day old Mary died ADMDCCCXXIII (1823)
4 years old Mary died ADMDCCCXXXVI (1836)
2 years old Mary Jane died AD MDCCCXL (1840)
23 years old Charles died AD MDCCCLX (1860)
NB The lampost appears to be early - the manufacturers mark largely illegible "J Pick and
Sons" CHECK.... The lamp is a modern replacement
A10. Duplicate information
Private S Eaton South Wales Borderers 1919
J Boote grenadier guard 1941 2670159
Capt AWP Henfrey Royal Army Pay Corps 2nd Nov 1946
In 1st left hand section is(?)
On south side of church is:
39496 Serjeant
J Howarth
Machine Gun Corps (inf) 9th July 1918
C?SE DNS/16912 Private G Lee 6th Dragoon Guards 1920
16913 Private
J Bradshaw
Royal Lancaster Regiment
8th November 1916 Age 21
763350 Private
SA Pike
Royal Army Pay Corps
28th April 1940 Norman Kemp
Sec Lieut. LANCASHIRE FUSILIERS
elder son of
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Canon and Mrs LAVERS KEMP
ALLIED TO HIGHER SERVICE AT THE
CAPTURE OF CINCHY IN THE
BATTLE OF THE SOMME
Sept 9th 1916 Aged 21 years
(This is a floriated cross that has fallen, but the stone 4-step plinth (with lettering)remains.
(Section A. RHS)
--------------------------------------------------------------"Gnr Clifford Jackson (1st LH section)
Died on active service in Burma
Oct 1945"
Ronald Kearsley
A soldier of the
SHERWOOD FORESTERS
1954
(1st area LH)
Able Seaman Roland Allen
Killed in action 1932 (sited-see base of memorial between Wallwork cross and Henfrey war
grave)
John Wilson Wallwork MC (military cross)
Flying Officer Royal Air Force
(Section E-2nd ground -west)
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Appendix 2: Example of a School Project on
the Graveyard
My Community Project, Jack Walker:
St Mary's Radcliffe Churchyard
Introduction
As part of a community project funded by the lottery, a Conservation Plan for St Mary's
Churchyard is being drawn up.
Part of the research for the plan is to discover and record all soldiers graves as this year is the
100th anniversary of the start of World War I in 1914.
My work
On Saturday the 1st February 2014 I was given the task of discovering and photographing all
the graves of the soldiers who died in any war. The Commonwealth War Graves Commission
looks after graves of military people that died in the First and Second World Wars. I had a list
of from their website of military people that died in the world wars, buried in St Marys. This is
the list.
Grave / Cemetery /
Regiment / Service
Service Date of
Memorial Memorial
Age
Name
Rank
Number Death
Service Country
Reference
Name
United
Kingdom

RADCLIFFE (ST.
Row 4. Grave 35. MARY)
CHURCHYARD

BOOTE, JACK

Guardsman 2620159

25/11/1941 30

Grenadier Guards

BRADSHAW, J

Private

16913

08/11/1916 21

King's Own
United
(Royal Lancaster
Kingdom
Regiment)

25. 174.

RADCLIFFE (ST.
MARY)
CHURCHYARD

EATON,
SAMUEL

Private

25075

10/07/1919 30

South Wales
Borderers

1. 24.

RADCLIFFE (ST.
MARY)
CHURCHYARD

HENFREY,
ARTHUR
WILLIAM
PATRICK

Captain

142028

02/11/1946 56

Royal Army Pay United
Corps
Kingdom

3rd Ground.
Rank 4. Grave
17.

RADCLIFFE (ST.
MARY)
CHURCHYARD

HOWARTH, J

Sergeant

39496

09/07/1918

Machine Gun
Corps (Infantry)

United
Kingdom

29. 39.

RADCLIFFE (ST.
MARY)
CHURCHYARD

LEE, G

Private

DNS/16912

28/12/1920 39

6th Dragoon
Guards
(Carabineers)

United
Kingdom

11. 3.

RADCLIFFE (ST.
MARY)
CHURCHYARD

PIKE, SYDNEY
ALEXANDER

Private

7663350

28/04/1944

Royal Army Pay United
Corps
Kingdom

Ground 2. Row
26. Grave 10.

RADCLIFFE (ST.
MARY)
CHURCHYARD

RILEY,
ZACHARIAH

Lance
Corporal

17729

12/03/1918 29

Royal Scots

United
Kingdom

3. 7.

RADCLIFFE (ST.
MARY)
CHURCHYARD

282038

16/07/1917

Lancashire
Fusiliers

United
Kingdom

3. 11.

RADCLIFFE (ST.
MARY)
CHURCHYARD

SANDERSON, A
Private
E

United
Kingdom

I walked all over the churchyard and photographed those graves I could find.
The following graves were found and photographed.
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J.BOOTE, died 1941

J.BRADSHAW, died 1916

S.EATON, died 1919

CPT.A.HENFREY, died 1946
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J.HOWARTH, died 1918

G.LEE, died 1920

S,PIKE, died 1944

Even though a search with four people, the graves of Z.RILEY and A.SANDERSON could
not be found. the location reference from the list didn't help.
I also found three other memorials of two other military people.

ABLE.SEAMAN R.ALLEN, K.I.A 1942
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GUNNER C.JACKSON, died 1945 in Burma

J.WALLWORK,MC died 1922

The Lych Gate.I also found a lych gate that was put up in 1922 to celebrate the return of the
military people to Radcliffe. I saw that this was damaged and this fact will be include in the
Conservation Plan.
Missing tiles on the Lych Gate
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I certify that over three hours work on this community project was completed by Jack Walker.
Some things I discovered
1 Flying Officer Wallwork was a local man who was a flying ace.
2 Two official war graves appear to be missing
3 Some repairs are needed.
Sources
Commonwealth War Graves Commission
Wikipedia
Church Warden
Prof JSF Walker FSA FRSA
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Figures

Fig 1: The location of Radcliffe’s historic core and the chief historic sites. The 2012
evaluation trenches (T1 to T4) are shown as are also the trenches excavated by Bury
Archaeological Group at Radcliffe Tower in 1979-80 (A to F). Scale 1:2500.
Reproduced from modern OS mapping by permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of The
Controller of Her Majesty’s Stationery Office. © Crown Copyright. All rights reserved.
Licence number 100048362.
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Fig 2: Radcliffe Tower, Church and surrounds on 1767 map of Radcliffe (Greater
Manchester County Record Office).

Fig 3: Radcliffe Tower, Church and surrounds on OS 6in to 1 mile mapping surveyed
1844-6 (Lancashire sheets 95 & 96, published 1850 & 1848). Scale 1:2500.
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Fig 4: Radcliffe Tower, Church and surrounds on OS 1:2500 mapping surveyed
1889-90 (Lancashire sheets XCV.4 & XCVI.1, published 1893). Scale 1:2500. This
shows the graveyard has been extended to the south since 1848.
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Fig 5: Radcliffe Tower, Church and surrounds on OS 1:500 scale map of
Radcliffe published in 1891.

Fig 6: Radcliffe Tower, Church and surrounds on OS 1:2500 mapping resurveyed 1909 (Lancashire sheets XCV.4 & XCVI.1).
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Fig 7: Radcliffe Tower, Church and surrounds on OS 1:2500 mapping resurveyed 1922 (Lancashire sheets XCV.4 & XCVI.1).

Fig 8: Radcliffe Tower, Church and surrounds on OS 1:2500 mapping resurveyed 1957. Reproduced from modern OS mapping by permission of
Ordnance Survey on behalf of The Controller of Her Majesty’s Stationery Office.
© Crown Copyright. All rights reserved. Licence number 100048362.
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Fig 9: An aerial view of Radcliffe parish church and its immediate landscape
context, looking south in 1995.
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Fig 10: The northern graveyard boundary to the west of the lychgate with evidence
for railing in the form of redundant holes.

Fig 11: The gates in the southern graveyard boundary with gate piers , rebuilt 1911.
These piers are very similar to those used in the northern boundary before the
lychgate was built.
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Fig 12: Polished granite
stonework used to rebuild part
of the graveyard bound in
1977-9.

Fig 13: One of the repositioned graveslabs at the
western end of the church.
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Fig 14: The base of the sundial in the graveyard south of the church.

Fig 15: A plaque commemorating the graveyard restoration in 1977-79.
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Fig 16: Church Green, to the north of the parish church.

Fig 17: Bury Street workers’ housing opposite the northern side of the church and
Church Green.
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Fig 18: Radcliffe Tower as seen from the western graveyard boundary.

Fig 19: Radcliffe Church graveyard plan (not to scale). Source: Radcliffe Church
Parish Records, Radcliffe.
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Fig 20: Radcliffe Church as painted c. 1850.

Fig 21: A chest tomb from 1820 on the southern side of the church. This can be
seen on the c. 1850 painting.
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Fig 22: A c. 1900 view of first communion children with in the background the gate
piers and railings that pre-dated the lychgate. Source: Bury Local Studies Image
archive.

Fig 23: The Queen Victoria jubilee garden built in 1887 at the southern end of the
graveyard.
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Fig 24: The lychgate built in 1922 to the north of the church facing Church Green.

Fig 25: The memorial garden adjacent to the western tower, established in 1994.
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Fig 26: The oldest grave slab within the
Radcliffe graveyard with dates of 1682
and 1697. This is for Charles Beswicke,
rector of the church from 1662 to 1697.

Fig 27: The grave slab for Edward King,
rector of the church, who died in 1719.
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Fig 28: A ledger slab in the
graveyard.

Fig 29: Stone slabs on low plinths in the graveyard.
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Fig 30: A modest upright headstone from the early 19th century.

Fig 31: Post-1850 graves at
Radcliffe.
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Fig 32: An example of a cross on a
stepped base.

Fig 33: An example of a headstone
with a Gothic pointed-arch design.
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Fig 34: An example of a draped
urn.

Fig 35: An example of a neoclassical style memorial.
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Fig 36: An example of a rustic-style
monument.

Fig 37: An example of a low monument with a hipped slab.
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Fig 38: An example of one of
the War Graves at Radcliffe.

Fig 39: An example of a low monument (left) mentioning the ‘carters and
lurrymans union’.
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Fig 40: An example of a
headstone using two materials.

Fig 41: An example of one the stone masons’ named on some of the tombs.
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Fig 42: An example of one the stone masons’ named on some of the tombs.

Fig 43: An example of a grave slab with engraved cherubs.
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Fig 44: An example of a grave slab with engraved angels.

Fig 45: An example of a grave slab with a church motif.
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Fig 46: An example of a grave slab with an inscription suggesting the transience
of the human body.

Fig 47: An example of a grave slab with an inscription hoping for salvation. It
also mentions the wife of an innkeeper of Bolton.
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Fig 48: An example
of a grave slab with
an
inscription
honouring
the
individual.

Fig 49: This headstone usually faces west, on the footpath, rather than the more
usual position of facing east.
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Fig 50: An example of a simple grave slab for a young child.

Fig 51: An example of a grave slab recording the loss of several children from
one family.
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Fig 52: A grave slab mentioning
the lord of the manor.

Fig 53: An example of two grave slabs for the Hampson family, who farmers who
occupied Radcliffe farm.
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Fig 54: An example of a small memorial headstone.

Fig 55: An example of a low tomb in need of repair.
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Fig 56: An example of the
base of a headstone in need
of repair.

Fig 57: An example of a grave slab that has sunk.
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Fig 58: An example of a headstone that has suffered
weathering.
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